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Revisiting place and temporal theories of pitch
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Abstract: The nature of pitch and its neural coding have been studied for over a century. A popular
debate has revolved around the question of whether pitch is coded via ‘‘place’’ cues in the cochlea, or
via timing cues in the auditory nerve. In the most recent incarnation of this debate, the role of temporal
ﬁne structure has been emphasized in conveying important pitch and speech information, particularly
because the lack of temporal ﬁne structure coding in cochlear implants might explain some of the
diﬃculties faced by cochlear implant users in perceiving music and pitch contours in speech. In
addition, some studies have postulated that hearing-impaired listeners may have a speciﬁc deﬁcit
related to processing temporal ﬁne structure. This article reviews some of the recent literature
surrounding the debate, and argues that much of the recent evidence suggesting the importance of
temporal ﬁne structure processing can also be accounted for using spectral (place) or temporalenvelope cues.
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INTRODUCTION

Pitch is a primary auditory sensation. We typically
think about pitch in the context of music, where sequences
of pitch deﬁne melody and simultaneous combinations of
pitch deﬁne harmony. But pitch also plays a crucial role in
speech, where rising and falling pitch contours help deﬁne
prosody, and improve speech intelligibility [1]. Indeed in
several of the world’s languages, such as Chinese, pitch
contours help deﬁne the meaning of words. In addition, in
complex acoustic environments, diﬀerences in pitch can
help listeners to segregate and make sense of competing
sound sources [2].
Pitch is the perceptual correlate of the periodicity, or
repetition rate, of an acoustic waveform. In general,
periodicities between about 30 and 5,000 Hz elicit a
sensation of musical pitch [3,4]. Below and above those
limits, changes in frequency are perceived but they do not
elicit a suﬃciently clear sensation of pitch to allow
listeners to recognize melodies or make judgments of
musical intervals. Interestingly, these psychophysically
determined limits correspond quite well with the lowest
and highest notes found on modern musical instruments.
For instance, the modern grand piano has lowest and
highest notes with fundamental frequencies (F0s) of
27.5 Hz and 4,186 Hz, respectively. The mathematically
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simplest sound is the pure tone, which is generated through
sinusoidal motion. According to Fourier’s theorem any
waveform can be decomposed into constituent sinusoidal
waveforms of diﬀerent frequencies, amplitudes, and phases. The most common form of pitch-evoking sound is a
harmonic complex tone, which comprises sinusoids with
frequencies at the F0, or waveform repetition rate, as
well as integer multiples of the F0, which are known as
harmonics. The questions of how these components are
represented in the auditory system, and how pitch is
extracted from them, have been debated for over 150 years
[5,6]. Nevertheless, there are many aspects that remain
unknown or controversial, and the study of pitch and its
neural underpinnings remains an active topic of research
today [7–10].

2.

PITCH OF PURE TONES

Pure tones produce a clear pitch, which is often used as
the ‘‘gold standard’’ against which the pitches of other
stimuli are compared. We are very sensitive to changes in
the frequency of pure tones. Just-noticeable diﬀerences
(JNDs) in the frequency of a pure tone can be as low as
0.2% for well-trained listeners in the mid-frequency range,
between about 500 and 2,000 Hz [11]. A semitone, the
smallest step in the Western scale system, is a diﬀerence of
about 6%, or about a factor of 30 greater than the JND in
frequency for pure tones. Musicians tend to have lower
(better) frequency JNDs than non-musicians, although the
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diﬀerence tends to vanish once non-musicians have had
practice of between 4 and 8 hours at the task [12]. This
result suggests that most people are able to discriminate
very ﬁne diﬀerences in frequency with relatively little in
the way of specialized training.
There are two ‘‘classical’’ ways in which the frequency
of a pure tone might be coded within the peripheral
auditory system, using either a place or time code. The ﬁrst
potential code, known as the place code, reﬂects the
mechanical ﬁltering that takes place in the cochlea of
the inner ear. The basilar membrane, which runs the length
of the ﬂuid-ﬁlled cochlea from the base to the apex,
vibrates in response to sound. The responses of the basilar
membrane are sharply tuned and highly speciﬁc: at low
to medium sound levels, a certain frequency will cause
only a local region of the basilar membrane to vibrate.
Because of its structural properties, the apical end of the
basilar membrane responds best to low frequencies,
whereas the basal end responds best to high frequencies.
Thus, every place along the basilar membrane has its own
‘‘best frequency’’ or ‘‘characteristic frequency’’ (CF) — the
frequency to which that place responds most strongly. This
frequency-to-place mapping is known as tonotopic organization, and it is maintained throughout the auditory
pathways up to primary auditory cortex, thereby providing
a potential neural code for the pitch of pure tones.
The second potential code, known as the ‘‘temporal’’
code, relies on the fact that action potentials, or spikes,
generated in the auditory nerve tend to occur at a certain
phase within the period of a sinusoid. This property, known
as phase locking, means that the brain could potentially
represent the frequency of a pure tone by way of the time
intervals between successive spikes, when pooled across
the auditory nerve. No data are available from the human
auditory nerve, due to the invasive nature of the measurements, but phase locking has been found to extend from
very low frequencies up to about 2–4 kHz in other
mammals, depending somewhat on the species [13]. Unlike
tonotopic organization, phase locking up to high frequencies is not preserved in higher stations of the auditory
pathways. At the level of the auditory cortex, the limit of
phase locking reduces to at best 100–200 Hz [14]. Therefore, most researchers believe that if timing information is
extracted from the auditory nerve then it must be transformed to some form of place or rate-based population
code at a relatively early stage of auditory processing.
There is some psychoacoustical evidence for both place
and temporal codes. One piece of evidence in favor of a
temporal code is that pitch discrimination abilities deteriorate at high frequencies: the JND between two frequencies
becomes considerably larger at frequencies above about 4–
5 kHz — the same frequency range above which listeners’
ability to recognize familiar melodies [4], or notice subtle

changes in unfamiliar melodies [15], degrades. This
frequency is similar to the one above which phase locking
in the auditory nerve is strongly degraded [e.g., 13,16],
suggesting that the temporal code is necessary for accurate
pitch discrimination and for melody perception. It might
even be taken as evidence that the upper pitch limits of
musical instruments were determined by the basic physiological limits of the auditory nerve.
Nevertheless, some form of pitch perception remains
possible even with very high-frequency pure tones [11,17],
where it is unlikely that phase locking information is useful
[e.g., 13], suggesting that place information may also play
a role. A recent study of pure-tone frequency discrimination found that frequency discrimination thresholds
(in terms of percentage change in frequency) worsened up
to frequencies of 8 kHz and then remained roughly constant
up to the highest frequency tested of 14 kHz [18]. This
pattern of results may be explained by assuming that
frequency discrimination is based on timing information
at low frequencies; the timing information degrades at
progressively higher frequencies so that beyond 8 kHz
the timing information is poorer than the available place
information.
One line of evidence that place information may be
important even at lower frequencies comes from a study
that used so-called ‘‘transposed tones’’ [19] to present
the temporal information that would normally only be
available to a low-frequency region in the cochlear to a
high-frequency region, thereby dissociating temporal from
place cues [20]. These transposed tones are produced by
multiplying a half-wave rectiﬁed low-frequency tone (the
modulator) with a high-frequency tone (the carrier). This
procedure results in a high-frequency tone that produces
a temporal response in the auditory nerve that is similar
(although not identical) to the auditory-nerve response
to a low-frequency tone [21]. That study found that pitch
discrimination was considerably worse when the lowfrequency temporal information was presented to the
‘‘wrong’’ place in the cochlea, even though the same
temporal information could be used by the binaural system
to discriminate interaural time diﬀerences. The results
suggested that timing information alone may not be
suﬃcient to produce good pitch perception, and that place
information may be necessary.
A diﬃculty in assessing the importance of timing and
place information is the uncertainty surrounding the
representations in the auditory nerve. First, as mentioned
above, we do not have direct recordings from the human
auditory nerve, and so we are uncertain about the limits
of phase locking. Second, we do not know how well the
higher levels of the auditory system can extract the
temporal information from the auditory nerve. Heinz
et al. [22] used a computational model of the auditory
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nerve to show that an optimal detector could extract
suﬃcient timing information from auditory nerve ﬁring to
exceed human performance even at very high frequencies.
On the other hand, it is not clear how realistic it is to
assume that higher stages of the auditory system can
optimally integrate ﬁne timing information in the auditory
nerve; certainly the human binaural system, which must
rely on temporal ﬁne structure cues to encode interaural
time diﬀerences, shows a rapid deterioration in sensitivity
above 1,000 Hz, and is not sensitive to temporal ﬁne
structure above about 1,500 Hz.
Similar uncertainty surrounds the coding of place cues
in the cochlea. There are no direct measurements of tuning
or the sharpness of the place representation in the human
cochlea. It has generally been assumed that the human
cochlea and auditory nerve are similar to those of
commonly studied animals, such as the cat, chinchilla, or
guinea pig. However, recent studies suggest that human
cochlear tuning may be sharper than that in smaller
mammals [23,24]. Because there is some disagreement on
this topic [25], there is uncertainty regarding the ‘‘true’’
sharpness of tuning and ﬁlter slopes, meaning that it
is diﬃcult to evaluate place-based models of frequency
discrimination in a quantitative manner. In terms of general
patterns of performance, however, the fact that relative
sharpness of tuning (quality factor, or Q), remains roughly
constant [26], or even increases with increasing frequency
[23], suggests that a place-based model would not predict
the increasing frequency diﬀerence limens that have been
found with increasing frequency above about 2,000 Hz
[11].
In light of this mixed evidence, it may be safest to
assume that the auditory system uses both place and timing
information from the auditory nerve in order to extract the
pitch of pure tones. Indeed some theories of pitch explicitly
require both accurate place and timing information [27].
Gaining a better understanding of how the information is
extracted remains an important research goal. The question
is of particular clinical relevance, as deﬁcits in pitch
perception are a common complaint of people with hearing
loss and people with cochlear implants. A clearer understanding of how the brain utilizes information from the
cochlea will help researchers to improve the way in which
auditory prostheses, such as hearing aids and cochlear
implants, present sound to their users.

3.

PITCH OF COMPLEX TONES

Many sounds we encounter, including voiced speech
and most musical notes, are harmonic complex tones. Each
harmonic complex tone is comprised of the F0 (corresponding to the repetition rate of the entire waveform) and
upper partials, harmonics, or overtones, with frequencies at
integer multiples of the F0. The pitch of a harmonic
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complex tone usually corresponds to the F0, even if the
complex tone has no energy at the F0, or the F0 is masked
[6,28–30]. This phenomenon has been given various terms,
including pitch of the missing fundamental, periodicity
pitch, residue pitch, and virtual pitch. The ability of the
auditory system to extract the F0 of a sound is important
from the perspective of perceptual constancy of objects
under diﬀerent conditions. For instance, a note played on a
violin should still have the same pitch whether it is played
in a quiet room or in a room where noisy air-conditioning
results in the lower harmonics, including the F0, being
masked.
The ability to extract the periodicity pitch is clearly an
important one, and one that is shared by many diﬀerent
species [31]. However, there is still considerable debate
surrounding how this is achieved. Figure 1 shows schematically how a complex tone can be represented ﬁrst
acoustically and then after ﬁltering by the cochlea. The
upper row shows the spectral representation of a harmonic
complex tone. The next row depicts the ﬁltering that occurs
in the cochlea — each point along the basilar membrane
can be represented as a bandpass ﬁlter that responds to only
those frequencies close to its center frequency. The third
row shows the average output, or ‘‘excitation pattern,’’
produced by the sound. The fourth row shows an excerpt of
the time waveform at the output of some of the ﬁlters along
the array. This is an approximation of the waveform that
drives the inner hair cells in the cochlea, which in turn
synapse with the auditory nerve ﬁbers to produce the spike
trains that the brain must interpret.
Considering the third and fourth rows of Fig. 1, it is
possible to see a transition as one moves from the lownumbered harmonics (i.e., the F0, the second harmonic,
and so on) on the left to the high-numbered harmonics on
the right: The ﬁrst few harmonics generate distinct peaks in
the excitation pattern, because the ﬁlters in that frequency
region are narrower than the spacing between successive
harmonics. Note also that the time waveforms at the
outputs of ﬁlters centered at the low-numbered harmonics
resemble pure tones, because each ﬁlter is responding
primarily to a single harmonic. At higher harmonic
numbers, the bandwidths of the auditory ﬁlters become
wider than the spacing between successive harmonics, and
so individual peaks in the excitation pattern are lost.
Similarly, the time waveform at the output of higherfrequency ﬁlters no longer resembles a pure tone, but
instead reﬂects the interaction of multiple harmonics,
producing a complex waveform that repeats at a rate
corresponding to the F0.
Harmonics that produce distinct peaks in the excitation
pattern and/or produce quasi-sinusoidal vibrations on the
basilar membrane are referred to as being ‘‘resolved.’’
Phenomenologically, resolved harmonics are those that can
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Fig. 1 Representations of a harmonic complex tone
with a fundamental frequency (F0) of 440 Hz. The
upper panel shows the power spectrum. The second
panel shows the auditory ﬁlterbank, representing the
ﬁltering that occurs in the cochlea. The third panel
shows the the time-averaged output of the ﬁlterbank,
or excitation pattern. The fourth panel shows some
sample time waveforms at the output of the ﬁlterbank,
including ﬁlters centered at the F0 and the fourth
harmonic, illustrating resolved harmonics, and ﬁlters
centered at the 8th and 12th harmonic of the complex,
illustrating harmonics that are less well resolved and
show amplitude modulations at a rate corresponding to
the F0.

be ‘‘heard out’’ as separate tones under certain circumstances. Typically, we do not hear the individual harmonics
when we listen to a musical tone, but our attention can be
drawn to them in various ways, for instance by amplifying
them or by switching them on and oﬀ while the other
harmonics remain continuous [e.g., 32,33]. The ability to
resolve or hear out individual low-numbered harmonics as
pure tones was already noted by Hermann von Helmholtz
in his classic work, On the Sensations of Tone [34].
The higher-numbered harmonics, which do not produce
individual peaks of excitation and cannot typically be heard
out, are often referred to as being ‘‘unresolved.’’ The

transition between resolved and unresolved harmonics is
thought to lie somewhere between the 5th and 10th
harmonic, depending on various factors, such as the F0
and the relative amplitudes of the components, as well as
on how resolvability is deﬁned [e.g., 32,35–37].
Many theories and models have been proposed to
explain how pitch is extracted from complex tones [38].
These can be generally divided into place and time (and
place-time) theories, just as with pure tones. With place
theories, the auditory system is assumed to extract pitch
from the lower-order, resolved harmonics [39–42]. With
temporal theories, the time intervals between auditorynerve spikes, pooled across the auditory nerve, are
evaluated using the autocorrelation or an all-interval spike
histogram [29,43–46]. Place-time theories have come in
diﬀerent forms, but one version involves coincident timing
between neurons with harmonically related CFs that is
postulated to lead to a spatial network of coincidence
detectors [47]. The available physiological evidence is at
least not inconsistent with such proposals [48].
One diﬃculty with distinguishing between place and
temporal (or place-time) models of pitch is that spectral
and temporal representations of a signal are mathematically
equivalent: any change in the spectral representation is
reﬂected by a change in the temporal representation, and
vice versa. Discovering what the auditory system does
means focusing on the physiological limits imposed by the
cochlea and auditory nerve. For instance, the place theory
can be tested using known limits of frequency selectivity:
if pitch can be heard when only unresolved harmonics
are presented (eliminating place information), then place
information is not necessary for pitch. Similarly, if all the
frequencies within a stimulus are above the upper limits of
phase locking, and the temporal envelope information is
somehow suppressed, then temporal information is not
necessary for pitch perception.
Several studies have demonstrated pitch using either
unresolved harmonics [32,35,36,49] or amplitude-modulated noise [50,51], ruling out purely place-based theories
of pitch. However, the pitch produced by these stimuli is
typically very weak, and may not support very accurate
melody perception, or the perception of multiple pitches
[52,53].
Low-numbered, resolved harmonics produce a much
more robust and salient pitch than do high-numbered,
unresolved harmonics. This produces another challenge for
temporal models, which typically do not predict a beneﬁt
for low-numbered harmonics over high-numbered harmonics [54]. In summary, place models predict performance
with unresolved harmonics that is too poor, and temporal
models predict performance that is too good. The differences in pitch salience produced by resolved and
unresolved harmonics has led to a proposal for two
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separate pitch mechanisms, one based on the (time or
place) information from resolved harmonics, and one based
on the temporal-envelope information from unresolved
harmonics [55], although there is some question concerning the evidence for this proposal [56,57].
The fact that low-numbered, resolved harmonics are
important suggests that place coding may play a role in
everyday pitch, or that temporal information from individual harmonics plays a more important role than temporal
information from the overall stimulus periodicity. In
addition, the study mentioned earlier that used tones
with low-frequency temporal information transposed into
a high-frequency range [20] studied complex-tone pitch
perception by transposing the information from harmonics
3, 4 and 5 of a 100-Hz F0 to high-frequency regions of the
cochlea — roughly 4 kHz, 6 kHz, and 10 kHz. If temporal
information was suﬃcient to elicit a periodicity pitch, then
listeners should have been able to hear a pitch corresponding to 100 Hz. In fact, none of the listeners reported hearing
a low pitch or was able to match the pitch of the transposed
tones to that of the missing fundamental. A similar
conclusion was reached using bandpass-ﬁltered harmonic
complexes, rather than transposed tones [58]. This suggests
that, if temporal information is used, it may need to be
presented to the ‘‘correct’’ place along the cochlea.
Another line of evidence favoring a role for place
coding has come from studying pitch perception using
harmonics that are all higher than 5 kHz. An early study
found that pitch was not perceived when all the harmonics
were above 5 kHz [59], leading to the suggestion that
timing information was crucial for periodicity pitch.
However, a recent study revisited this conclusion and
found that, in fact, listeners were well able to hear pitches
between 1 and 2 kHz, even when all the harmonics were
ﬁltered to be above 6 kHz, and were suﬃciently resolved
to ensure that no temporal envelope cues were available
[15]. Thus, either temporal information is not necessary
for musical pitch, or usable phase locking in the human
auditory nerve extends to much higher frequencies than is
generally believed [22,60].
Most sounds in our world, including those produced
by musical instruments, tend to have more energy at low
frequencies than at high; on average spectral amplitude
decreases at a rate of about 1= f , or 6 dB/octave. It
therefore makes sense that the auditory system would rely
on the lower numbered harmonics to determine pitch, as
these are the ones that are most likely to be audible. Also,
resolved harmonics — ones that produce a peak in the
excitation pattern and elicit a sinusoidal temporal response — are much less susceptible to the eﬀects of
room reverberation than are unresolved harmonics. Pitch
discrimination thresholds for unresolved harmonics are
relatively good (2%) when all the components have the
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same starting phase (as in a stream of pulses). However,
thresholds are much worse when the phase relationships are
scrambled, as they would be in a reverberant hall or church,
and listeners’ discrimination thresholds can be as poor as
10% — more than a musical semitone [61,62]. In contrast,
the response to resolved harmonics is not materially
aﬀected by reverberation: changing the starting phase of
a single sinusoid does not aﬀect its waveshape — it still
remains a sinusoid, with frequency discriminations thresholds of less than 1%.
In summary, the pitch of single harmonic complex
tones is determined primarily by the ﬁrst 5–8 harmonics,
which are also those thought to be resolved in the
peripheral auditory system. To extract the pitch the
auditory system must somehow combine and synthesize
information from these harmonics. Exactly how this
occurs in the auditory system remains a matter of ongoing
research.

4.

THE ROLE OF TEMPORAL ENVELOPE
AND TEMPORAL FINE STRUCTURE IN
PITCH AND SPEECH PERCEPTION

A study by Smith et al. [63] combined the temporal ﬁne
structure from one sound with the temporal envelope from
another sound, and asked listeners what they heard. When
the sounds were bandpass-ﬁltered into bands with bandwidths resembling normal auditory ﬁlters, speech perception was dominated by the information in the temporal
envelope, and the perception of pitch and spatial location
was dominated by information in the temporal ﬁne
structure. This outcome was in line with earlier speech
studies, showing that the temporal envelope was suﬃcient
to convey speech, even with relatively poor spectral
information [64], and was consistent with earlier studies
showing that pitch is dominated by low-numbered harmonics (as discussed above), and that localization of
broadband sounds is dominated by low-frequency interaural time diﬀerences in the temporal ﬁne structure [65,66].
In the case of binaural processing, it seems clear that the
low-frequency acoustic temporal ﬁne structure is coded
temporally in the auditory nerve and brainstem, and that
this temporal information is extracted to localize sounds.
Phase-locking in the auditory nerve in mammals such as
cats and guinea pigs remains strong up to about 1 kHz, and
then degrades rapidly beyond that [13]. Structures in the
auditory brainstem are specialized to maintain ﬁne time
resolution beyond the auditory nerve, and can remain
sensitive to minute timing diﬀerences (on the order of
microseconds) in the inputs arriving from opposite ears
[67].
In contrast, despite the tendency to associate temporal
ﬁne structure with temporal coding in the auditory system,
it is not clear that temporal ﬁne structure is coded
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temporally for purposes of extracting attributes such as
frequency or pitch. Consider, for instance, a single sinusoid, or pure tone. In terms of temporal envelope and ﬁne
structure, this stimulus has a ﬂat (unmodulated) temporal
envelope, so the information is in the temporal ﬁne
structure. However, as discussed above, a pure tone could
be coded either by timing information in the auditory
nerve, or by place information, based on the position of
excitation along the basilar membrane. In fact, one could
also consider this information in terms of the temporal
envelope: the envelope level is highest at the output of
a ﬁlter tuned to the frequency of the pure tone, and is
progressively lower at the output of ﬁlters with CFs
progressively further from the frequency of the tone. Thus
across-channel envelope information can also be used to
code the temporal ﬁne structure of pure tones (or any other
stimulus).
Over the past decade or so, there has developed a large
body of literature on the importance of temporal ﬁne
structure for speech perception in noise. It has been argued
that, although temporal envelope information is crucial for
speech understanding, the information in the temporal ﬁne
structure becomes more important in a noise background,
and even more important in more complex, ﬂuctuating
noise backgrounds. In particular, it has been hypothesized
that one reason why hearing-impaired listeners have
particular diﬃculty in complex noise backgrounds is due
to a speciﬁc deﬁcit in temporal ﬁne structure coding [68].
In a similar vein, most current cochlear implants process
only the temporal envelope information from the bandpassﬁltered stimulus, and discard the temporal ﬁne structure.
This lack of temporal ﬁne structure has been credited with
explaining some of the deﬁcits experienced by cochlearimplant users, particularly for speech in ﬂuctuating noise
[69,70].
Most of the recent work studying the importance of
temporal ﬁne structure has been done using vocoder
techniques, where the original temporal ﬁne structure in
each frequency subband is replaced either by a tone or by a
bandpass noise [71–74]. In other types of study, temporal
envelope information is reduced by ‘‘ﬂattening’’ the
original temporal envelope, i.e., by keeping the amplitude
within each subband constant [68,73,75,76].
All these studies have argued that temporal ﬁne
structure information is important for speech perception
in noise. In particular, it is claimed that speech masking
release — the beneﬁt of introducing amplitude ﬂuctuations
in an otherwise steady-state masker — is facilitated by the
use of temporal ﬁne structure cues, and that speciﬁc deﬁcits
in temporal coding associated with hearing loss, or lack of
temporal ﬁne structure information in cochlear implants,
lead to impaired speech perception in ﬂuctuating noise
[68,72]. However, in all these studies, the results can also

be explained in terms of spectral cues or temporal envelope
cues, as described above for the case of a pure tone. In
particular, deﬁcits in temporal ﬁne structure processing
in hearing-impaired listeners may reﬂect poorer spectral
resolution (or broader ﬁlters), rather than any speciﬁc
deﬁcit in temporal coding. Thus, it remains unclear
whether in fact temporal ﬁne structure deﬁcits really relate
to deﬁcits in temporal coding. One study that purported
to rule out perceptible spectral cues in the presence of
temporal ﬁne structure changes [77] was found to have
used stimuli that resulted in audible and spectrally resolved
distortion products; when distortion products were masked,
the results were no longer consistent with the use of
temporal ﬁne structure [78].
Some studies have begun to address the question of
temporal ﬁne structure, independent of spectral cues,
directly. Two experimental studies have concluded
that temporal ﬁne structure does not play an important
role in speech masking release. The ﬁrst study [79] tested
the hypothesis by measuring speech masking release
in lowpass-ﬁltered and highpass-ﬁltered conditions. The
highpass ﬁlter cutoﬀ (1,500 Hz) was selected to eliminate
any resolved harmonics from speech, where temporal
ﬁne structure information might be available. The lack of
useable temporal ﬁne structure was conﬁrmed by the
ﬁnding that pitch discrimination of the highpass stimuli
was very poor, and was dependent on the component
phases, as would be expected if the judgments were
based on temporal envelope cues. The lowpass ﬁlter
cutoﬀ (1,200 Hz) was selected to produce speech intelligibility scores in steady-state noise that matched the
scores found in the highpass-ﬁltered conditions. When
the steady-state noise was replaced by a ﬂuctuating noise,
or by a single talker, performance improved in both the
lowpass-ﬁltered and highpass-ﬁltered conditions by the
same amount, suggesting that there was no selective
advantage of temporal ﬁne structure in the lowpass-ﬁltered
condition.
The second study investigated the intelligibility of
whispered speech [80]. Whispered speech is not voiced and
so has no periodic temporal ﬁne structure. However, unlike
noise-vocoded speech, it retains the same spectral resolution of the spectral envelope of speech, such as the
formant frequencies. The prediction was that if periodic
temporal ﬁne structure is important for speech masking
release, then whispered speech should result in much less
speech masking release than normal (voiced) speech. In
fact, although whispered speech was less intelligible, the
diﬀerence in intelligibility between steady-state and ﬂuctuating noise was just as great (and in some cases greater)
in whispered speech than in normal speech. Again the
results are not consistent with the idea that temporal ﬁne
structure is crucial for speech masking release.
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A third study used computational modeling to show
that the information available in simulated auditory nerve
responses to speech and speech-in-noise stimuli were
dominated by envelope components of the response and not
temporal ﬁne structure [81]. The authors also pointed out
how broader ﬁlters could lead to the misleading conclusion
of poorer temporal ﬁne structure processing, based on the
loss of spectral resolution.
In summary, despite the large number of studies that
have investigated the role of temporal ﬁne structure, using
various types of signal processing, there is very little
evidence for its importance in speech masking release, or
for the idea that it is coded temporally in the auditory
system. In general, it is as diﬃcult to distinguish between
place and time codes for speech as it is for pitch.
Nevertheless, the potential importance of place information
in speech may explain why schemes to improve temporal
coding in cochlear implants have not yielded beneﬁts in
terms of speech understanding in noise [82,83].

5.

SUMMARY

Despite over a century of discussion and dispute
concerning the relative importance of place and timing
codes in the auditory system for the perception of pitch in
music and speech, the question remains somewhat open.
The most recent iteration of the debate, involving temporal
ﬁne structure and temporal envelope, suﬀers from the same
basic problem that acoustic temporal ﬁne structure can be
coded in the auditory system either by a temporal or a place
code (or both). So far, despite some claims to the contrary,
there remains no conclusive evidence that the temporal
coding of temporal ﬁne structure is important for understanding speech in complex ﬂuctuating backgrounds.
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